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Bailouts Or Bail-Ins?
From the New York Times columnist and bestselling
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turbulent age is defined by dark forces seemingly
beyond our control Today the Western world seems to
be in crisis. But beneath our social media frenzy and
reality television politics, the deeper reality is one of
drift, repetition, and dead ends. The Decadent Society
explains what happens when a rich and powerful
society ceases advancing—how the combination of
wealth and technological proficiency with economic
stagnation, political stalemates, cultural exhaustion,
and demographic decline creates a strange kind of
“sustainable decadence,” a civilizational languor that
could endure for longer than we think. Ranging from
our grounded space shuttles to our Silicon Valley
villains, from our blandly recycled film and
television—a new Star Wars saga, another Star Trek
series, the fifth Terminator sequel—to the escapism
we’re furiously chasing through drug use and virtual
reality, Ross Douthat argues that many of today’s
discontents and derangements reflect a sense of
futility and disappointment—a feeling that the future
was not what was promised, that the frontiers have all
been closed, and that the paths forward lead only to
the grave. In this environment we fear catastrophe,
but in a certain way we also pine for it—because the
alternative is to accept that we are permanently
decadent: aging, comfortable and stuck, cut off from
the past and no longer confident in the future,
spurning both memory and ambition while we wait for
some saving innovation or revelations, growing old
unhappily together in the glowing light of tiny
screens. Correcting both optimists who insist that
we’re just growing richer and happier with every
passing year and pessimists who expect collapse any
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provides an enlightening diagnosis
of the modern condition—how we got here, how long
our age of frustration might last, and how, whether in
renaissance or catastrophe, our decadence might
ultimately end.

Further Along The Road Less Travelled
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has
taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong,
and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new
research conducted with leaders, change makers, and
culture shifters, she’s showing us how to put those
ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Don’t
miss the hourlong Netflix special Brené Brown: The
Call to Courage! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about
titles, status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone
who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential
in people and ideas, and has the courage to develop
that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t
pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious
and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as
finite and hoard it; we know that power becomes
infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid
difficult conversations and situations; we lean into
vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But
daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity,
fear, and uncertainty requires skill-building around
traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony
is that we’re choosing not to invest in developing the
hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same time
as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have to
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and AI can’t do better and faster.
What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and
courage, to start. Four-time #1 New York Times
bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past
two decades studying the emotions and experiences
that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven
years working with transformative leaders and teams
spanning the globe. She found that leaders in
organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial
startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits,
civic organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask
the same question: How do you cultivate braver, more
daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of
courage in your culture? In this new book, Brown uses
research, stories, and examples to answer these
questions in the no-BS style that millions of readers
have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of
the most important findings of my career is that
daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that
are 100 percent teachable, observable, and
measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that requires
brave work, tough conversations, and showing up
with your whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing
courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth
it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our
work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read
Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to
Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who
wants to step up and into brave leadership.

Wisdom from the Road Less Traveled
`The overall purpose of human communication is - or
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reconciliation.
It should ultimately serve to
lower or remove the walls of misunderstanding which
unduly separate us human beings, one from another.
. ' Although we have developed the technology to
make communication more efficent and to bring
people closer together, we have failed to use it to
build a true global community. Dr M. Scott Peck
believes that if we are to prevent civilization
destroying itself, we must urgently rebuild on all
levels, local, national and international and that is the
first step to spiritual survival. In this radical and
challenging book he describes how the communities
work, how group action can be developed on the
principles of tolerance and love, and how we can start
to transform world society into a true community.

The Friendly Snowflake
The Road Less Traveled and Beyond
A gentle tale, in which Jenny and her family examine
the miracle of a single snowflake and it's message of
faith and rebirth.

El crecimiento espiritual / Further Along
the Road Less Traveled
Explores love, relationships, and spiritual growth,
covering blame and forgiveness, the New Age
movement, death and the meaning of life, and other
topics.
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Fahrenheit 451
Unique blend of profound psychological insight and
deep spirituality. Dr. Peck explains the compelling
necessity to make the right choices in our lives, be
they the personal choices that affect our own mental,
emotional, and spiritual well-being, the organizational
choices that affect the security of our families,
businesses, and institutions, or the ethical choices
that may affect the very survival of humankind.

Further Along the Road Less Traveled
Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a
Common-Wealth Ecclesiastical and Civil is a book
written by an English materialist philosopher Thomas
Hobbes about problems of the state existence and
development. Leviathan is a name of a Bible monster,
a symbol of nature powers that belittles a man.
Hobbes uses this character to describe a powerful
state (“God of the death”). He starts with a postulate
about a natural human state (“the war of all against
all”) and develops the idea “man is a wolf to a man”.
When people stay for a long time in the position of an
inevitable extermination they give a part of their
natural rights, for the sake of their lives and general
peace, according to an unspoken agreement to
someone who is obliged to maintain a free usage of
the rest of their rights – to the state. The state, a
union of people, where the will of a single one (the
state) is compulsory for everybody, has a task to
regulate the relations between all the people. The
book was banned several times in England and
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A Bed by the Window
Just as The Road Less Traveled provided hope and
guidance for individuals seeking growth, this major
new work by M. Scott Peck, M.D., offers a needed
prescription for our deeply ailing society. Our illness is
Incivility--morally destructive patterns of selfabsorption, callousness, manipulativeness, and
materialism so ingrained in our routine behavior that
we do not even recognize them. There is a deepening
awareness that something is seriously wrong with our
personal and organizational lives. Using examples
from his own life, case histories, and dramatic
scenarios of businesses that made a conscious
decision to bring civility to their organizations , Dr.
Peck demonstrates how change can be effected and
how we and our organizations can be restored to
health. This wise, practical, and radical book is a
blueprint for achieving personal and societal wellbeing. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Stages of Faith
The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) in late 2002 and 2003 challenged the global
public health community to confront a novel epidemic
that spread rapidly from its origins in southern China
until it had reached more than 25 other countries
within a matter of months. In addition to the number
of patients infected with the SARS virus, the disease
had profound economic and political repercussions in
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affected
regions. Recent reports of
isolated new SARS cases and a fear that the disease
could reemerge and spread have put public health
officials on high alert for any indications of possible
new outbreaks. This report examines the response to
SARS by public health systems in individual countries,
the biology of the SARS coronavirus and related
coronaviruses in animals, the economic and political
fallout of the SARS epidemic, quarantine law and
other public health measures that apply to combating
infectious diseases, and the role of international
organizations and scientific cooperation in halting the
spread of SARS. The report provides an illuminating
survey of findings from the epidemic, along with an
assessment of what might be needed in order to
contain any future outbreaks of SARS or other
emerging infections.

The Road to Serfdom
During the last decade, Scott Peck's writing had
transformed the lives of millions of people. In this
new, pocket-sized volume, Dr Peck has selected 365
inspirational thoughts, focusing on the important
challenges of daily life- from overcoming pain to
caring for others to making decisions. Each thought is
referenced to the source book.

The Negro Motorist Green Book
Compendium
Less is more is a collection of inspirational messages
and advice that encourages the reader to enjoy life
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be it all and have it all is exhausting — and all too
often, people find themselves asking ‘what was it all
for?’ The sad conclusion for so many is that the things
they pushed themselves to do and have were never
that important. Less is more shows the reader how to
find more time and energy to enjoy the things that
really do matter. It invites the reader to make small,
simple changes in the way they live, like learning to
say no and embracing silence; changes that will
simplify their life and leave them feeling relaxed and
happy, instead of stressed and overwhelmed.

The Road Less Traveled and Beyond
The work of M. Scott Peck has had a profound effect
on the lives of millions of readers. Now Dr Peck has
produced the 'closest thing to an autobiography I will
ever write'. A book that tells more about himself than
ever before, while at the same time helping readers
to see truths about themselves and their lives. IN
SEARCH OF STONES is, on the surface, the story of a
three-week trip through the British countryside that
Dr Peck took with his wife Lily - looking for the ancient
megalithic stones that became an obsession for them.
But the search for the stones is a search for meaning
and romance and, ultimately, an exploration of our
own life journey.

The Different Drum
Shafari - Further Along the Road to
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Kilimanjaro
Now featuring a new introduction by Dr. M. Scott
Peck, the twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the
classic bestseller The Road Less Traveled, celebrated
by The Washington Post as “not just a book but a
spontaneous act of generosity.” Perhaps no book in
this generation has had a more profound impact on
our intellectual and spiritual lives than The Road Less
Traveled. With sales of more than seven million
copies in the United States and Canada, and
translations into more than twenty-three languages, it
has made publishing history, with more than ten
years on the New York Times bestseller list. Written in
a voice that is timeless in its message of
understanding, The Road Less Traveled continues to
help us explore the very nature of loving relationships
and leads us toward a new serenity and fullness of
life. It helps us learn how to distinguish dependency
from love; how to become a more sensitive parent;
and ultimately how to become one’s own true self.
Recognizing that, as in the famous opening line of his
book, “Life is difficult” and that the journey to spiritual
growth is a long one, Dr. Peck never bullies his
readers, but rather guides them gently through the
hard and often painful process of change toward a
higher level of self-understanding.

The Road to Serfdom
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a
revolutionary school teacher who dares to read.
Depicts a future world in which all printed reading
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In Search of Stones
In 1986 my mother Ruth T. Shaffer published her
memoirs "Road to Kilimanjaro" about her life-long
service in Kenya with my father Roy E. Shaffer.
"Shafari" is my memoir. The hybrid title blends the
well-known Swahili word for a journey, safari, with my
family name, Shaffer. This memoir extends by
another generation my parents' journey of service in
Africa. My own life safaris traversed a variety of
continents, countries, organizations, cultures and
vocations. The vocational heart of SHAFARI is my
efforts to help rural communities to be more selfreliant in protecting and preserving their own health
with their own means. Or, put more simply, to make
medical clinicians less needed. Such improvement, I
believe, is enhanced when participants enjoy the
liberating experience of a personal relationship with
Jesus Christ, the one who promised "life more
abundantly". My philosophy and practice are detailed
in my two booklets "Beyond the Dispensary" and
"Community-Balanced Development".

The Road Less Travelled
"A Touchstone book." Includes bibliographical
references.

Golf and the Spirit
Golf. It's the ultimate head game. And when nothing
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will do, along comes M. Scott
Peck, M.D., the celebrated psychiatrist and author of
the best-selling self-help book of all time, The Road
Less Traveled. In Golf and the Spirit, M. Scott Peck
writes a book for beginners and masters alike--and
even for nongolfers. It goes beyond mechanics to
explore the deeper issues, ways of successfully
managing the emotional, psychological, and spiritual
aspects of this most wonderful, maddening, deflating,
and inspiring game. Playing side by side with M. Scott
Peck on an imaginary course of his own
design--complete with illustrations of each hole--you
will come to see the profound truths in this seemingly
simple game. Appreciate that life is not linear. Come
to understand your own anger and how to heal that
which gets in your way. Accept the gifts of humility.
Appreciate kenosis, the process by which the self
empties itself of self. Benefit from teachers. Know that
in weakness often there is strength. Realize that to
experience the blessings of golf and life fully, you
must accept the divinity that underlies all things. Like
the best-selling volumes of Harvey Penick and Michael
Murphy, Golf and the Spirit makes a unique
contribution to the literature of golf and life. It goes
beyond the body to address the heart and soul of the
game, creating a rare opportunity for transformation
in the lives of its readers, both on and off the fairway.
It seems to me the human condition is most basically
that we are willful creatures living in a world that,
much of the time, doesn't behave the way we want it
to. We live in the tension between our will and reality.
Sometimes with great effort and expertise, we can
change reality or bend it to our will. At other
times--also with great effort and expertise--it is we
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by coming to accept the limitations
of the world and of ourselves. How we do this--how
we deal with the hazards of life--is quite akin to how
we deal with the hazards of a golf course. Sooner or
later golfers who stick with the game long enough will
almost always come to see it as a metaphor for life.
But the word metaphor fails to do justice to all that
golf has to teach us. I would go even further and say
that, in its own way, golf is life and, not only that, life
condensed. If we choose to use it as such, I believe
that golf, next to marriage and parenthood, can
routinely be the greatest of life's learning
opportunities.

Switch
The legendary bestselling author and renowned
psychiatrist M. Scott Peck, whose books have sold
over 14 million copies, reveals the amazing true story
of his work as an exorcist -- kept secret for more than
twenty-five years -- in two profoundly human stories
of satanic possession. In the tradition of his millioncopy bestseller People of the Lie: The Hope for
Healing Human Evil, Scott Peck's new book offers the
first complete account of exorcism and possession by
a modern psychiatrist in this extraordinary personal
narrative of his efforts to heal patients suffering from
demonic and satanic possession. For the first time, Dr.
Peck discusses his experience in conducting
exorcisms, sharing the spellbinding details of his two
major cases: one a moving testament to his healing
abilities, and the other a perilous and ultimately
unsuccessful struggle against darkness and evil.
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Twenty-seven-year-old
intelligence; a caring and devoted wife and mother to
her husband and two young daughters, she had no
history of mental illness. Beccah, in her mid-forties
and with a superior intellect, had suffered from
profound depression throughout her life, choosing to
remain in an abusive relationship with her husband,
one dominated by distrust and greed. Until the day
Dr. Peck first met the young woman called Jersey, he
did not believe in the devil. In fact, as a mature,
highly experienced psychiatrist, he expected that this
case would resolve his ongoing effort to prove to
himself, as scientifically as possible, that there were
absolutely no grounds for such beliefs. Yet what he
discovered could not be explained away simply as
madness or by any standard clinical diagnosis.
Through a series of unanticipated events, Dr. Peck
found himself thrust into the role of exorcist, and his
desire to treat and help Jersey led him down a path of
blurred boundaries between science and religion.
Once there, he came face-to-face with deeply
entrenched evil and ultimately witnessed the
overwhelming healing power of love. In Glimpses of
the Devil, Dr. Peck's celebrated gift for integrating
psychiatry and religion is demonstrated yet again as
he recounts his journey from skepticism to eventual
acknowledgment of the reality of an evil spirit, even
at the risk of being shunned by the medical
establishment. In the process, he also finds himself
compelled to confront the larger paradox of free will,
of a commitment to goodness versus enslavement to
the forms of evil, and the monumental clash of forces
that endangers both sanity and the soul. Glimpses of
the Devil is unquestionably among Scott Peck's most
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in many years. At once deeply sensitive and intensely
chilling, it takes a clear-eyed look at one of the most
mysterious and misunderstood areas of human
experience.

Into the Wild
M. Scott Peck's inspirational book has sold more than
six million copies. This Monterey Edition showcases
the author's enriching and life-affirming message.

Aphrodite's Embrace
Leviathan
Dr. James Fowler has asked these questions, and
others like them, of nearly six hundred people. He has
talked with men, women, and children of all ages,
from four to eighty-eight, including Jews, Catholics,
Protestants, agnostics, and atheists. In many cases,
the interviews became in-depth conversations that
provided rare, intimate glimpses into the various
ways our lives have meaning and purpose, windows
into what this books calls faith. Faith, as approached
here, is not necessarily religious, nor is it to be
equated with belief. Rather, faith is a person's way of
leaning into and making sense of life. More verb that
noun, faith is the dynamic system of images, values,
and commitments that guide one's life. It is thus
universal: everyone who chooses to go on living
operated by some basic faith. Building on the
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key thinkers as Piaget, Erikson,
and Kohlberg, Fowler draws on a wide range of
scholarship, literature, and firsthand research to
present expertly and engagingly the six stages that
emerge in working out the meaning of our lives--from
the intuitive, imitative faith of childhood through
conventional and then more independent faith to the
universalizing, self-transcending faith of full maturity.
Stages of Faith helps us to understand our own
pilgrimage of faith, the passages of our own quest for
meaning and value.

A World Waiting to Be Born
Roughly once a year, the managing director of the
International Monetary Fund, the US treasury
secretary and in some cases the finance ministers of
other G-7 countries will get a call from the finance
minister of a large emerging market economy. The
emerging market finance minister will indicate that
the country is rapidly running out of foreign reserves,
that it has lost access to international capital markets
and, perhaps, that is has lost the confidence of its
own citizens. Without a rescue loan, it will be forced
to devalue its currency and default either on its
government debt or on loans to the country's banks
that the government has guaranteed. This book looks
at these situations and the options available to
alleviate the problem. It argues for a policy that
recognizes that every crisis is different and that
different cases need to be handled within a
framework that provides consistency and
predictability to borrowing countries as well as those
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Dare to Lead
Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for
Investigative Journalists
The founder of the Foundation for Community
Encouragement draws on his counseling experience
to lead readers to the spiritual simplicity that lies on
the other side of complexity and explains how to cope
with the fears and shortcomings of life

Glimpses of the Devil
Among those within the self-contained world of the
Willow Glen nursing home are two extraordinary
people. One is there to give care, the other to receive
it. Yet together they form a band of love and trust
that transcends their expectations and changes their
lives. Violence shatters Willow Glen as a murderer
roams the halls of the home, and the residents and
staff must confront a truly terrifying evil and face
their innermost fears, suspicions & darkest secrets.

World Heritage in Europe today
With her characteristic brilliance, grace and radical
audacity, Angela Y. Davis has put the case for the
latest abolition movement in American life: the
abolition of the prison. As she quite correctly notes,
American life is replete with abolition movements,
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engaged in these struggles, their
chances of success seemed almost unthinkable. For
generations of Americans, the abolition of slavery was
sheerest illusion. Similarly,the entrenched system of
racial segregation seemed to last forever, and
generations lived in the midst of the practice, with
few predicting its passage from custom. The brutal,
exploitative (dare one say lucrative?) convict-lease
system that succeeded formal slavery reaped millions
to southern jurisdictions (and untold miseries for tens
of thousands of men, and women). Few predicted its
passing from the American penal landscape. Davis
expertly argues how social movements transformed
these social, political and cultural institutions, and
made such practices untenable. In Are Prisons
Obsolete?, Professor Davis seeks to illustrate that the
time for the prison is approaching an end. She argues
forthrightly for "decarceration", and argues for the
transformation of the society as a whole.

Learning from SARS
Confronting and solving problems is a painful process
which most of us attempt to avoid. Avoiding
resolution results in greater pain and an inability to
grow both mentally and spiritually. Drawing heavily
on his own professional experience, Dr M. Scott Peck,
a psychiatrist, suggests ways in which facing our
difficulties - and suffering through the changes - can
enable us to reach a higher level of selfunderstanding. He discusses the nature of loving
relationships: how to distinguish dependency from
love; how to become one's own person and how to be
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you how to embrace reality and yet achieve serenity
and a richer existence. Hugely influential, it has now
sold over ten million copies - and has changed many
people's lives round the globe. It may change yours.

The History and Adventures of the
Renowned Don Quixote,3
Now with a new introduction for the Tor Essentials
line, A Fire Upon the Deep is sure to bring a new
generation of SF fans to Vinge's award-winning works.
A Hugo Award-winning Novel! “Vinge is one of the
best visionary writers of SF today.”-David Brin
Thousands of years in the future, humanity is no
longer alone in a universe where a mind's potential is
determined by its location in space, from
superintelligent entities in the Transcend, to the
limited minds of the Unthinking Depths, where only
simple creatures, and technology, can function.
Nobody knows what strange force partitioned space
into these "regions of thought," but when the warring
Straumli realm use an ancient Transcendent artifact
as a weapon, they unwittingly unleash an awesome
power that destroys thousands of worlds and enslaves
all natural and artificial intelligence. Fleeing this
galactic threat, Ravna crash lands on a strange world
with a ship-hold full of cryogenically frozen children,
the only survivors from a destroyed space-lab. They
are taken captive by the Tines, an alien race with a
harsh medieval culture, and used as pawns in a
ruthless power struggle. Tor books by Vernor Vinge
Zones of Thought Series A Fire Upon The Deep A
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Deepness
The Sky
The Children of The Sky
Realtime/Bobble Series The Peace War Marooned in
Realtime Other Novels The Witling Tatja Grimm's
World Rainbows End Collections Collected Stories of
Vernor Vinge True Names At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

This Side of Peace
The original The Road Less Travelledspent more than
ten years on the bestseller lists and is one of the
biggest-selling self-help books of all time. In this
wonderfully wise and accessible sequel M. Scott Peck
delves more deeply into the issues that confront and
challenge all of us in the modern world: blame and
forgiveness; sexuality and spirituality; death and the
meaning of life; families and relationships; accepting
responsibility and growing up. Writing throughout
with insight and sensitivity, he draws on his own
extensive experience -- both professional and
personal -- to challenge false assumptions, suggest a
way forward and demonstrate that personal change is
always possible, no matter how difficult and complex
the journey.

Living Proof
In this volume you will meet seven dynamic and
thoughtful young women who are looking for. .They
each set out to answer the question, "Who is Prince
Charming?". Their answers may surprise you!
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The Road Less Traveled
A classic work in political philosophy, intellectual
history and economics, The Road to Serfdom has
inspired and infuriated politicians and scholars for half
a century. Originally published in 1944, it was seen as
heretical for its passionate warning against the
dangers of state control over the means of
production. For Hayek, the collectivist idea of
empowering government with increasing economic
control would lead not to a utopia but to the horrors
of Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy. This new edition
includes a foreword by series editor and leading
Hayek scholar Bruce Caldwell explaining the book's
origins and publishing history and assessing common
misinterpretations of Hayek's thought. Caldwell has
also standardized and corrected Hayek's references
and added helpful new explanatory notes.
Supplemented with an appendix of related materials
and forewords to earlier editions by the likes of Milton
Friedman, and Hayek himself, this new edition of The
Road to Serfdom will be the definitive version of
Friedrich Hayek's enduring masterwork.

Less is More
The Decadent Society
Why is it so hard to make lasting changes in our
companies, in our communities, and in our own lives?
The primary obstacle is a conflict that's built into our
brains, say Chip and Dan Heath, authors of the
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bestseller Made to Stick.
Psychologists have discovered that our minds are
ruled by two different systems - the rational mind and
the emotional mind—that compete for control. The
rational mind wants a great beach body; the
emotional mind wants that Oreo cookie. The rational
mind wants to change something at work; the
emotional mind loves the comfort of the existing
routine. This tension can doom a change effort - but if
it is overcome, change can come quickly. In Switch,
the Heaths show how everyday people - employees
and managers, parents and nurses - have united both
minds and, as a result, achieved dramatic results: •
The lowly medical interns who managed to defeat an
entrenched, decades-old medical practice that was
endangering patients • The home-organizing guru
who developed a simple technique for overcoming the
dread of housekeeping • The manager who
transformed a lackadaisical customer-support team
into service zealots by removing a standard tool of
customer service In a compelling, story-driven
narrative, the Heaths bring together decades of
counterintuitive research in psychology, sociology,
and other fields to shed new light on how we can
effect transformative change. Switch shows that
successful changes follow a pattern, a pattern you
can use to make the changes that matter to you,
whether your interest is in changing the world or
changing your waistline.

Are Prisons Obsolete?
A Palestinian leader gives her own candid account of
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insider's view of the complexities, compromises, and
secret negotiations. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

People of the Lie
Reprint. Contains material originally published by
Victor H. Green in 1938, 1947, 1954, and 1963.

Meditations from the Road
Wow! This is a powerful book that addresses a longstanding elephant in the mathematics room. Many
people learning math ask ``Why is math so hard for
me while everyone else understands it?'' and ``Am I
good enough to succeed in math?'' In answering these
questions the book shares personal stories from many
now-accomplished mathematicians affirming that
``You are not alone; math is hard for everyone'' and
``Yes; you are good enough.'' Along the way the book
addresses other issues such as biases and prejudices
that mathematicians encounter, and it provides
inspiration and emotional support for mathematicians
ranging from the experienced professor to the
struggling mathematics student. --Michael Dorff, MAA
President This book is a remarkable collection of
personal reflections on what it means to be, and to
become, a mathematician. Each story reveals a
unique and refreshing understanding of the barriers
erected by our cultural focus on ``math is hard.''
Indeed, mathematics is hard, and so are many other
things--as Stephen Kennedy points out in his cogent
introduction. This collection of essays offers
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mathematicians at every career stage. --Jill Pipher,
AMS President This book is published in cooperation
with the Mathematical Association of America.

Exploring the Road Less Traveled
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family
hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the
wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. His name was
Christopher Johnson McCandless. He had given
$25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and
most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his
wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four
months later, his decomposed body was found by a
moose hunter. How McCandless came to die is the
unforgettable story of Into the Wild. Immediately after
graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had
roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision
quest like those made by his heroes Jack London and
John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car,
stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his
cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander
Supertramp, and , unencumbered by money and
belongings, he would be free to wallow in the raw,
unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving
a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw
the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents
and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer
constructs a clarifying prism through which he
reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's
short life. Admitting an interst that borders on
obsession, he searches for the clues to the dries and
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takes an inherently compelling mystery and unravels
the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of the
American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of
high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of
mind; the complex, charged bond between fathers
and sons. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn
out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff
of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté,
pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a
death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing
from being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer
brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out
of the shadows, and the peril, adversity , and
renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are
illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an
ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking,
Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and
luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through
every page. From the Trade Paperback edition.

A Fire Upon The Deep
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